
Window Decal  
Application

Application Instructions:
STEP 1: Prepare application fluid 
For best results, we recommend Wet Method Installation. Simply fill 
the whole spray bottle with water and add one small drop of soap.  
It’s important to not use too much soap. Too much will result in 
streaks on the glass.

STEP 2: Clean Install Surface 
Clean the area where you want to place your decal. For best results, 
use products that won’t leave behind residue or fibers, like paper 
towels. Use glass cleaners or rubbing alcohol with a microfiber cloth, 
chamois, coffee filters, etc, if you have these options available. Allow 
area to fully dry.

STEP 3: Determine the application area 
Deciding on the placement ahead of time is especially important for larger graphics. Leave the 
the protective cover sheet on the decal (A) while you determine exactly where you want your 
decal. A level and tape measure can be used to center your decal in the space, if required. Mark 
the location with masking tape or something similar to work use as a guide.

STEP 4: Spray install area 
Using your spray bottle & application fluid, thoroughly wet  
the surface evenly where the you’ll be placing the decal.

STEP 5: Add decal to glass 
In order to apply your decal, find the protective sheet that covers the 
adhesive surface. These decals go inside the glass, so the protective 
sheet is on the same side as the graphic. Keep the protective sheet 
on until you’re ready to apply to the glass to avoid unnecessary marks 
and fingerprints.

Start by peeling the top corner/section of the decal protective sheet 
off and spraying the exposed decal area with the fluid. Go ahead and 
place onto glass surface. Don’t worry if it’s not 100% exact – while 
the decal and glass are wet it is easier to adjust and move into proper 
position. (For larger decals, you can add masking tape onto the back 
of the decal to hold in place while you gradually remove protective 
sheet section by section and decal is flush with the glass.)

Once the decal is fully in contact with the surface, adjust into the 
exact position you want and use your squeegee (B) to carefully  
push out the fluid and bubbles. Start from one side/the middle  
and work your way across.

STEP 6: Let it dry 
Once all the excess water and air bubbles have been pushed out from under the decal,  
allow it to dry for 1-2 hours. If you added tape for placement, wait until the decal is fully dry 
before removing to ensure the decal stays in place.

Parts Included:
A. 1 window decal with protective cover sheet
B. Squeegee

Additional Items Needed:

• Window Cleaning Supplies 
• 16 oz or larger Spray Bottle
•  Mild dish detergent or dish soap  

(avoid soaps with lotions/oils/ 
by-products that could cause streaking.)

• Level, measuring tape or ruler (optional)DECAL
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Clean window thoroughly 
with cloth and allow to 

fully dry.

Spray the window and 
the face of the decal with 

application fluid.

Once decal is in position, 
use squeegee to remove 

unwanted bubbles.


